
Three Western writers comment on the
African forms of three concepts like-Iy to help crystallise
·the continent's political and economic ideas in the sixties

R E GIN A L D HER B 0 L D G R E EN, Assistant
Professor of Economics at Yale University, will
be returning to Africa this year as Visiting Lecturer
at the University of Ghana.

THE YEAR 1963 may be rather early to talk of neo
colonialism in Southern Africa. From the Zambezi
southward (with Angola as a northern salient) the
attainment of the political kingdom is still the only
immediately relevant objective. From the Zambezi to
the Mahgreb, however, the focus shifts and economic
cultural-technical nationhood to maintain and broaden
political independence becomes central.

Oddly enough, the Republic affords a theoretical
model of the "perfect" neo-colonial "state" in Dr.
Verwoerd's Bantustans. The Transkei is described as
"independent" complete with national. flag and anthem
as well as a "parliament and cabinet of ministers based
on the principles of western democracy" (a revealing
verbal bow to the fact that return to pre-European
tribal institutions. is not desired). Yet self-evidently the
government which created it (and proposes creation of
seven similar states plus conversion of the High Com
mission Territories to the same pattern) had and has
no intention of creating or allowing to be created any
truly inq.ependent African state within the territory now
under its control. Charges of "fraud" and queries of

.the economic potential of the Transkei as a separate
entity-true enough in themselves-rather miss a
central point: "separate development" in its current
"independent Bantustan" stage has become the archtype
of Neo-colonialism combined with certain residual
elements of structural colonialism.

As such it illustrates all of the major challenges to
the national self determination and viability of newly
independent nations in an exaggerated form:

1. Control over internal politics is to be maintained
by three means-selection explicity or tacitly of the
first legislature, subsequent offers of assistance for
"good" conduct, and threats of coercion for "bad". The
continued appointment of chiefs and the formal reser
vation of the power to tax or to administer justice
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-could be reduced to tacit coercion plus extraterritoriality
and treaty restrictions on taxation without affecting the
basic principle. "

·France's attempt to use Partis d'Administration the
Communite, and the brutal carrying out of its threat
to cut off any "non" voters vis a vis Guinea are
instructive parallels. The collapse of the Partis, the
evaporation of the Communite, and the tacit acceptance
of radical socialism in Mali combined with a tentative
accord with Guinea are also instructive.
. 2. In!ernational align~ent-assuming some form. of
I~ternatIo~al representatIon is allowed (the idea of
eIght captIve UN votes must be an intriguing one!)
would be "influenced" along the same lines. Carrots
and sticks ~ight be 'more effective in that many issues
would less dIrectly affect the Bantustans than the South
African displeasure at a "wrong" position.

L'Union Africain et Malagasy's notable support of
the ~rench position on issues in which the outcome
was .important to F~an~e and the UAM's potential role
cruCIal, e.g., AlgerIa In the- UN, support for Patrice
Lumumba-is a forceful illustration of what can be

.done~ Whether the Addis Ababa Conference leads to
a heritage of discord or growing unity depends in part
on .w~ether the 1961 Nk~ah-Toure judgment that a
majOrIty of the MonrovIa powers were not truly in
dependent, so far as foreign policy went, is valid today.

3..E~onomic dependence is a basic key' to neo
colonIalIsm whether the dependence is an aid (the R35
million odd tacitly promised for Transkei infrastruc
ture), on markets (in this case for migrant labour), or
on foreign investment (white capital in or near the
Ba~tustans). T.he trick is to provide enough benefits to
satIs~y the rulIng gr~up (prefer~bly for this purpose a
relatIvely small oligarchy) WIthout allowing much
progress toward true national viability-not that the
Transkei with its population, resources, and current
income levels could be expected to make much progress
toward independent viability.

The "Zone Franc", the breakup of the French
colonial federations, the 'Brussels Financial Round
table-all indicate how markets and subsidies, tax and
debt agreements, and the creation of states too sma:I!
(e.g. Gabon), too poor (e.g. Niger), or both (e.g. Togo)
to becom~ ~a!ion~l economies, can cripple or negate
apparent polItIcal Independence.

4. Technical domination by maintenance of a mono
poly on research, university education, and higher
administrative-ordinative skills is-with economic
dependence-the· 'heart of long term neo-colonialism's
power to direct domestic and foreign policy. The
"Tribal Colleges" are not designed to expand knowledge
nor to create national leaders or even national-level
administrators.
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The Congo has demonstrated that-no matter how
many technicians, clerks, and lower level teachers are
,available-a modem nation cannot be run without
nationally-oriented, high-level scientific, economic, and
administrative manpower. That the Bantustans
(especially the Transkei) have such manpower is a
"mistake" the Govemme·nt presumably hopes "Bantu
Education" will cure in the long run and non-co
operation of independent-minded, educated men in what
is at best neo-colonialism, in the short.

E. S. Munger is right that "independent" Bantustans
represent a shift in policy but surely not in the "reali
sation" he attributes to Dr. Verwoerd: "simply that
3,000,000 white people could not perpetually rule over
12,000,000 African, Coloured, and Indian people." They
represent quite the reverse-an attempt to perpetuate
apartheid in the "white" cities and platteland while
and by-ereating less self-evidently and less obnoxious
ly but equally effectively Pretoria ruled (neo-colonial)
units as "independent Bantu homelands."

ANALYSIS OF THE Transkei in terms of neo-colonialism
may .prove quite irrelevant to its development; the
experune·nt may never "progress" beyond direct colonial
control or be swept away in a rising tide of violence.
What it does illustrate is those elenlents of dependence
~hich remain-to a greater or less degree-after
I~dependence and wh~se .elimination is, quite correctly,
vIewed as a central, pnorIty item not only by transform
ing "radicals" such as Toure or Nyerere but also by
reformhig "moderate" national leaders such as Senghor
or Azikiwe. .

Mamadou Dia's warning is painfully clear in this
context:

It would be a mental error for the nations of the Tiers
Monde . . . to believe they had achieved the end of their
struggle when Independence was proclaimed ... sovereignity
is an illusion in this world unles·s it is justified technically
and economically.

So is the raison d'etre for achieving national control
over the territorial economy expressed early this year
by ZAPU Executive Member Joseph Msika:

We are bitterly opposed to foreign vested interests con
trolling the economic structure ... we would have achieved
an end of political domination and received economic
domination instead.

As also is Sekou Toure's warning on the limited
freedom of choice open to an economically non-viable
state;

A society incapable of carrying out its own economic
development. has no way of achieving its $ocial development
... It is clear that political independence which does not
result in total economic liberation is a snare.

Neo-colonialism-as it is opposed by the Tiers
Monde-is a state of economic and technical de.pen
dence resulting in a position of international inequality,
political subordination, and a sense of socio-cultural
inadequacy; and a group of policies by the "West"
(including the USSR and the Bloc) which tend to
perpetuate, this state-usually to the advantage of the
governments or private bodies pursuing them. In this
context, relations between Tiers Monde and the
technically-economically more powerful nations and
their citizens become subject to President Senghor's
dictum:
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. The association of the earthenware pot and the iron pot
IS contrary to nature. Based on unequal strength, it causes
trouble, engenders weakness.

Neo-colonialism imposes very real limitations on the
nati.onal and intern~tional policies of independent
AfrIcan states. That It may be unintentional (as with
some progra~s for en~o~raging.th~ use of European
language~),dIrected to lImIted ObjectIves (as with purely
commerCIal attempts to protect export-economy-tied
profits), or confused with ineptness (when a foreign
contractor's defective work collapsed in West Africa
last year he.was charged \yith "neo-colonialism") does
not lessen eIther the emotIonal feeling or the rational
conviction that full independence and national deter
mi~ation of na.tional. socio-economic policy require
major changes In AfrIcan national capacities and in
both world and African political and economic patterns.

INTER~~~IONA~LY~AND,~o the extent they provide new
capa~IhtIes VIa IntematI?nal transfers or reorganise
eXl~tlng ones more effe~tIvely, nationally-two of the
ma)or aven.ues for .effectIng these changes are diversifi
catIon of InternatIonal contacts and Pan-Africanism.
The greater the number of separate entities (national
?r .corpora~e).with which a small state deals the greater
IS Its bargaInIng power with each and the less the degree
?f. depe~dence on anyone; the greater the degree of
JOInt actIon by a nu~ber of relatively weak states, the
~o!e near~y any. one has the bargaining power of all
ID Its dealIngs WIth outsiders.

UN voting group solidarity gives African states
considerably more influence on colonial issues than
they could exert individually-witness their inability
to act effect~vely on Algeria and some aspects of UN
Congo relatIons. Economic functionalism in regard to
development programme co-ordination and tax policy
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would alleviate the problem of would-be investors'
playing off one state against another. Equally, such
a unit would be able to organise continental or regional
resources of power, raw materials, capital, and human
skills toward more rapid and more rational growth. A
federal union-a la the Nkrumah proposals for the
Addis Conference-would, especially to the extent it
resulted in a single international voice, further increase
equality in external relationships.

Pan-Africanism, in this sense, has from the Mahgreb
to the Zambezi become a means to building greater
African sovereignty and controlling neo-colonialism.

South of the Zambezi attaining national political in
dependence remains as a precondition for such a
development as It formerly was in other parts of the
continent. PAFMECSA, for example., was founded as
PAFMECA with more of its territories independent.
Today liberation efforts are concentrated on Zimbabwe
(ZAPU), Mozambique (FRELIMO), and the Republic
while for the central Ke.nya-Uganda-Tanganyika unit
(and perhaps Zambia, Zanzibar, Malawi, and Mauri
tius) the expansion of certain common services into an
economic and political union is now of central
concern. e

A Scandinavian Report

Socialism
the Ideal

2 nevertheless one important point that needs further
clarification, particularly in the minds of people outside
Africa, and that is the question of the African image
of Socialism, for Africans not only want Socialism.
They want African Socialism.

By inviting some 60 non-African personalities to
attend the Dakar Colloquium the organisers-the Sene
galese government and the Congres M6diterraneen de
la Culture-made a major contribution to that process
of clarification.

JORGEN SCHLEIMANN

WHAT STRUCK ME first was the confessional character
of the interventions by many of the African participants
in the recent Dakar "Colloquium on Politics of Deve
lopment and Different African Ways to Socialism."

Whether they came from .Senegal itself, from Niger
or the Congo, from Tunisia, Tchad or Guinea, from
Mali, Nigeria or the Malagasy Republic, the African
orators confessed their common belief in Socialism as
the road for Africa to follow.

In fact the Dakar Colloquium was but another
occasion to ascertain what so many observers of the
African political.scene have reported for long that the
most representative African leaders to-day are people
who consider themselves socialists, who tell you so with
proudness and deep conviction, and who are strongly
committed to the socialist course they have made for
the,ir peoples.

This is a significant political and psychological fact
for the rest of the world to consider. Posing no problems
of acceptance to a Scandinavian, himself a born
socialist, it may well do so to many other people in
this world. It is not in all quarters that the word
socialist carries a notion of honour, and yet the world
had better get adjusted to the fact that Africa wants
to be socialist, that post-colonial Africa is socialist by
her own will and by the best of her pre-colonial
traditions.

If this is clear and acceptable as a fact, there remains

J 0 R G ENS C H L E I M ANN heads the Congress
for Cultural Freedom office in Denmark. An
abbreviated version of this article is appearing in
The Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. I No.
2. (Cambridge Un~versity Press).
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WHAT IS AFRICAN SOCIALISM, THEN? In the words of
the distinguished host of the Colloquium, Preside·nt
Leopold Sedar Senghor: "Socialism, for us, is nothing
but the rational organisation of the human society
considered in its totality, according to the most
scientific, the most modern and the most efficient
methods." But the Sen'egalese president later in his
speech of welcome to the conference participants also
made this significant addition to his definition of
African Socialism: "Socialism is, more than the use
of the most efficient techniques, the sense of community
which is a return to Africanness (Africanitej."

Some people apparently feel that this definition is
too vague, some even suggest that it is evasive. I
disagree with both of these views.

To my mind it does not weaken a definition of
African Socialism that it suits the Africans at large,
as could be seen in Dakar by the fact that the first
speaker to endorse the statement of President Se·nghor
was the Nigerian delegate~ Professor S. O. Biobaku,
vice-chancellor of the University of Ife, who said with
particular reference to the Nigerian Six Year National
Plan: .

"Is this Socialism? Maybe not according to Marx
and Engels-but we agree with President Senghor that we
must evolve our own Socialism or better still make an
African contribution distinct and impressive to the general
concept. We hold that we need not be bound by any
theory or practice designed for other peoples in different
circumstances-nor import such concepts blindly. What we
need to do is to evolve a way of living and community
development best suited to our environment-we believe
that every Mrican State is entitled to do this. Indeed
President Senghor's definition of Socialism as a sense of
community appeals to us greatly. He adds that this is a
return to Africanism; we would rather say this is the essence
of Africanism which must be preserved at all costs in our
endeavours to modernise."

In the eyes of the non-African world the distance
between a Senegal republic officially proclaimed
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